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Wednesday, April 27, 2016

Deadline approaches for Camp AMA
essay contests
Would you like an opportunity to win free tuition to Camp AMA? AMA
Districts V and VII are holding an essay contest, and the winners will
receive camp tuition! Write at least 250 words about "What does
attending Camp AMA mean to you" and submit it by May 5, 2016, to be
eligible.

   

UAS4STEM Regional recap
The UAS4STEM Mid-Atlantic Regional was held at Helwig Field in
Hollywood, MD, home of the Patuxent Aeromodelers, on April 23 and
    24. See it in the May 2016 episode of AMA Air or read about it online at
www.modelaviation.com or in the digital edition of the June 2016 Model
Aviation

   

"Becoming a Better Pilot"

by Dave Lockhart from Park Pilot magazine
Did you know that how you hold your transmitter, and even the way you
stand, can affect how well you fly? Find out how you can focus on a few
techniques to improve your flying!

   

Student Organization for Aeronautic
and Robotic Research (SOARR)
SOARR utilizes fully flight-capable model aircraft and rocketry under the
direction of AMA qualified instructors as a motivational way to promote
aeronautics, robotics, and the sciences that contribute to successful flight
and experimental design concepts. SOARR is currently developing a
remote site that will be used as a Martian landscape for testing
interplanetary robotic designs in support of NASA's Stennis Space
Center, as well as a remote command and control center to operate the
vehicles.

Horizon Hobby E-flite Ultimate 2:
A durable 3-D plane you can grow with
by Jon Barnes for Model Aviation magazine
   

This aerobatic biplane is formidable enough to turn heads, and forgiving
enough to handle a wrong turn.

AMA's video webcast: AMA Air
This month on AMA Air, we take a trip around the world with current
top news stories! You'll get to hear about the inaugural World Drone
Prix in Dubai and the unlikely champion who took home a $250,000
prize. In addition, a world first for a quadcopter was attempted by a
    team in the UK. Their mission? Fly across the English Channel. Tune in
to find out how the group fared. You'll also get a look at a new
improvements to the International Aeromodeling Center in Muncie, IN,
and how you can incorporate the same technology into your club field!
Find this episode and all of our past episodes on demand at
air.modelaircraft.org.

Joe Nall Week coming soon!
As in the past, Joe Nall Week 2016 in Woodruff, SC, will host some of
the world's best RC pilots for the incredible noon demonstrations. You
    don't want to miss these spectacular displays of piloting skills and
equipment! Combine all of this with the great Triple Tree meals, great
friends, and unmatched fun and Joe Nall Week 2016 promises to be the
best ever.
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